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Consciousness and Immortality - ebook, 3 languages

Read more
	
  


The Gospel and The Book of Thomas - ebook, 2 languages, 30 more languages in AI translations

Read more
	
  


Thiaoouba Prophecy - E-Book - in 11 languages

Read more
	
  


The Freedom of Choice - E-book - in 18 languages

Read more
	
  


Mt Best Cookbook - E-book - 5 languages

Read more




The Freedom Network
Bioresonant
Every atom and every electron resonates with light. How about tuning in?
Kirlian Research
Information about Life is encoded in Light. Welcome to electro-photonics...
Mt. Best
Earth is a system of limited resources. Sustainability is the only sensible choice.
NU Journal
Scientific articles.


 
Self Healing
No matter what treatments you follow or avoid - you need to accept responsibility for maximizing your selfhealing ability.
The Freedom Forum
The Freedom of Choice readers forum.
The Freedom of Choice
Is your life aligned with the Purpose of Existence of the Universe?
Thiaoouba Prophecy
Wise advice from people who sent a messenger to Earth ~2000 years ago...


Threat ?
The ultimate danger for our civilization comes not from slow climate change, but from overheating the heat-generating planetary interior due to the greenhouse effect in the atmosphere, that traps the interior heat. This process is slow, but its final consequences are violent and irreversible. The very existence of Earth is at stake. There will be no second chance if people on Earth continue to ignore the advice...


  

































  
 